Learning Point: Non-fiction books.
Choose a non-fiction book to read.
Write a book review of it, or make a
poster showing the most interesting
facts you have learned. Use colour to
make it bright.

Learning Point:Weighing
and Measuring Skills

You could make something yummy to eat
for your family, measure the ingredients
on scales or in jugs to get the recipe
just right.
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Learning Point: Investigating
Materials

Can you investigate this question:

“Astrid wants to design a new coat.
What material could she use?”

Learning Point: Learning
about climates

Think about how you can test which
material is best. What materials
could you test? Which is the
best? How do you know?

Different countries have
different weather, different
temperatures.
Think of two different
countries.
What is the climate like?
What type of animals will you
find there? What plants?
Show, using words and pictures,
how these two countries are
different from each other.
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Learning Point: To use
different materials in art

Make a Viking house. Using pictures
you have seen and any materials you
have recreate a small scale Viking
house (Tip: They use wood, straw and
clay—what could you use instead?)
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Learning Point: To take notes
If you have the internet the following
website has lots of information for your
child to research the Vikings.

http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/
vikings/

